To even the casual reader of James Joyce it must soon become apparent that the rose is a recurrent symbol in both A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man and Ulysses. Its central importance in Ulysses as a symbol of Molly Bloom has been adequately demonstrated,' and the interrelationship between the Portrait and Ulysses is universally acknowledged. It is therefore surprising that no one has yet seen fit to examine the flower's complex function in the earlier novel. Taking a place beside water and birds as one of the Portrait's leading symbols, the rose plays a far from negligible role in the development of both structure and theme. Roses blossom at crucial stages of Stephen Dedalus's experience in association with three of his principal concerns: women, religion, and art. Since his conceptions of all three are ambivalent and inseparable, the use of a symbol capable of suggesting various levels of conscious and unconscious meaning is essential to the full expression of his emotional state. Beyond this, his emotional state itself is dynamic and fluctoating, so that the rose takes on additional significance in conveying vital changes in attitodes and reactions detemtining Stephen's course on the road to matority.
Joyce, as we know, saw analogies everywhere. In choosing the rose as a dominant symbol for Stephen's intricate emotions, he was choosing a symbol admirably suited to suggesting a complex of these analogies. For centories the rose has served as emblem of many of man's fundamental concerns, among them those concerns most significant to Stephen. As the flower of beautiful women, it has long been allied with both sensual and spiritoallove; and association with the beauty of women is but a short step from association of the rose with the beauty of art. Further, Joyce, who was impressed by such symbolic achievements as the four-fold allegory of Dante's Comedy or the indefinite suggestiveness of the early Yeats, could find in these precursors conspicuous roses used as symbols of women, religion, and art. With traditional analogies 180 mE ARTIST AND THE ROSE 181 supporting and enhancing private preoccupations, he was able to enrich Stephen's rose by introducing evocations of objective beliefs into the interplay of subtle subjective impressions.
The symbol's association with Stephen is made on the very first page of the Portrait. This in itself is surely an indication of its intended importance; for Joyce, who was notably exacting about every word and the position of every word in his books, was anything but negligent of his opening pages. Here Stephen learns a song about a rose: 0, the wild rose blossoms On the little green place.
He sang that song. That was his song.
0 , the green wothe botheth.'
The little green place clearly suggests Ireland, while the wild rose hardly less clearly suggests Stephen, who is at this time in the blossoming stage, who specifically claims the song as "his," and who is to be essen·-tially rebellious, alone, and in his own terms "wild" throughout his Irish youth. With the green rose in the child's own version of the song, hints of Stephen's artistic inclinations are introduced. By altering the wording he is exercising incipient creativity, and by positing a green rose he is creating in imagination that which does not exist elsewhere. As a lIower whose colour is that of Ireland and whose creation is dependent upon Stephen's imagination, the green rose of the child's initial artistic effort acts as a symbolic foreshadowing of the young man's final determination "to forge in the smithy of my soul the uncreated conscience of my race" (p. 299). -The green rose also appears to be related to Stephen's emotional condition. Green is suggestive of fertility and therefore of potentiality, but at the same time implies present unripeness or immaturity. In this respect the lIower is associated not only with Stephen's youth but also with his persistent desire to discover an impossible, subjective ideal in the actual world. The association is made specific when, during Stephen's first school experience, the War of the Roses in his mathematics class calls his song to mind again (p. 8): "But you could not have a green rose. But perhaps somewhere in the world you could." And his thought here is simply an early expression of the longing that later dominates his adolescence, "to meet in the real world the unsubstantial image which his soul so constantly beheld" (p. 71).
This interpretation is supported by the fact that Stephen's fantasies of Mercedes, the "unsubstantial image" in question, always have a rose garden for their setting. The ideal of Mercedes was derived from Stephen's reading The Count of Monte Cristo and identifying himself with the novel's hero in his love for the girl of that name. In fact, Stephen's fantasy owes to Dumas almost every romantic detail: a lady who embodies all goodness and virtue, a love that will weather untold hardships, and, when his dream shall have been betrayed, a triumph no less glorious than the passion that provokes it. But Stephen's ideal is framed with roses which do not appear in Dumas: "Outside Blackrock, on the road that led to the mountains, stood a small whitewashed house in the garden of which grew many rosebushes: and in this house, he told himself, another Mercedes lived" (p. 68). Since no rose garden is to be found in Dumas (although almost all else down to the whitewash is Dumas), Joyce undoubtedly adds it with symbolic intent. Through associating Mercedes with roses he is able to make more evident her relation to other women in the Portrait who are also associated with roses. Further, his use of symbolism in the treatment of Mercedes enables him to express more than a single meaning and thus to suggest the complexity of young Stephen's attitude towards women.
The ideal lady in her rose garden is on one level reminiscent of Beatrice, who leads Dante to the rose of heaven and is herself enthroned on one of its petals. Other features of Stephen's fantasy support this association. The Count of Monte Cristo, with whom Stephen identifies himself, is named Edmond Dantes. In addition to the likeness of names, both Dante and Dantes were proud and angry exiles, intense moral idealists, and devoted lovers. In each, love for the lady remained chaste and unconsummated; in each it served as moral guide throughout an otherwise troubled life. a Then, reinforcing the clear Dantesque parallels to The Count of Monte Cristo (which Joyce, if not Dumas, was surely aware of), are two further parallels to Dante, pointed up by Joycean modifications of Dumas. While Dantes is in his teens at the time of falling in love with Mercedes, Stephen, like Dante, is still a child. More important, while Dantes' Mercedes lives on a promontory, Stephen's lives on a road leading to mountains. The substitution of mountains for promontory seems deliberate: Dante's attempt to climb the holy hill when he lost his way in the dark wood of sense and his success in climbing Purgatory by grace imparted through Beatrice both find their echo in Stephen's later youth when he, lost in his own dark wood, experiences relief in remembering his early vision of purity (pp.
111-12):
In the pauses of his desire, when the luxury that was wasting him gave room to a softer languor, the image of Mercedes traversed the background of his memory. He saw again the small white house and the garden of rosebushes on the road that led to the mountains.
The association of Mercedes with roses that have perceptible Dantesque hues links her to other rose-women in the Portrait who are also in some sense Beatrice-like. Whether secular or spiritual, the later roses have roots in Mercedes' garden, for Stephen's childhood fantasywoman embodies within herself the seeds of those to follow. First among her descendants is the Virgin herself. As a chaste, ennobling influence Mercedes plays a role in Stephen's consciousness (as does Beatrice in Dante's) which is similar in some ways to that of Mary. During his struggles with lust and guilt, when memories of Mercedes brought transitory balm, the idea of the Virgin was a still more potent source of inspiration and relief. Since the rose is traditionally symbolic of the Virgin as well as of womankind, Stephen's experience of penance as expressed in prayers to Mary is appropriately conveyed by the same flower that has been associated with his earlier female idol: "his prayers ascended to heaven from his purified heart like perfume streaming upwards from a heart of white rose" (p. 168). The use of rose symbolism for both Mary and Mercedes to evoke analogous moods of elevated serenity makes apparent a parallel between Stephen's divine and earthly ideals.
But the correspondence between ideals and roses is devious. While Stephen's conscious worship of chastity at this time is strongly influenced by his unquestioning Catholicism! his unconscious reactions to womankind are not entirely in accord with Catholic ideals. In a novel told entirely from Stephen's conscious point of view, such unconscious reactions must be conveyed primarily by symbolic indirection. The roses of Mercedes and the Virgin indicate Stephen's suppressed sensual desires as well as his acknowledged admiration for holiness. Mercedes' dwelling in a garden of rosebushes, through suggesting the idealized sexuality of the Roman de la Rose, clarifies the nature of the "strange unrest" Stephen felt when he "brooded upon her image" (p. 70). And the "heart of white rose" he offers to the Virgin at the end of the religious retreat ironically recalls his sensations at its outset: "Stephen's heart had withered up like a flower of the desert that feels the simoom coming from afar" (p. 123).
Such intimations of unconscious sexual stirrings are reinforced by association with other symbols. Stephen's painful, ascetic attempts to transform the "withered" flower of his sensual nature into the purified "white rose" of the Virgin evoke the novel's recurrent associations of white, the colour of Catholic purity, with · cold, dank, unpleasant things.' More specifically, the Virgin's flower recalls the only other white rose in the Portrait, that worn by Stephen during the early War of the Roses in his mathematics class. On this occasion Stephen's white rose is defeated by the opposing red rose, just as later his religious ideal of chastity, associated with the Virgin's white rose, was to be defeated by a victorious sensual ideal, associated with the more commonly secular red rose. Red and white roses, then, symbolize Stephen's conflict between the flesh and the spirit. It is notable that Joyce assigned no colour to the roses surrounding Mercedes, and this is possibly because she is Stephen's "unsubstantial image," the green rose of the child's still undefined longing. Certainly the fantasy of Mercedes contains in embryo both religious and profane poles of Stephen's conflict, while his subsequent worship of the Virgin represents his first conscious choice between opposites. Since the choice is contrary to his nature, his repudiation of the Virgin in favour of a secular ideal is almost inevitable. Significantly, his reversal, the climax of the book, again reminds us of Mercedes and this time culminates in a gigantic red rose.
Through his encounter with the girl on the beach Stephen is converted from the worship of things divine to the worship of things earthly. The significance of this inverted conversion is to a great extent communicated by symbolism which expresses opposition to Catholicism through association with a markedly secular rose. Throughout the experience, Stephen's most frequent adjective is "wild," indlcating both rebellion and release, and echoing the "wild rose" with which he identified himself in infancy. The girl, recalling Mercedes, is suggestive of Beatrice: like Beatrice, she has come as a messenger of ultimate truth, and, like Beatrice, she will guide Stephen by her eyes to his vision of ineffable glory. But going beyond Mercedes, the girl on the beach is a now avowedly sensual Beatrice, and the vision to which her inspiration leads will be an avowedly secular vision: "Her eyes had called him and his soul had leaped at the call .. .. A wild angel had appeared to him, the angel of mortal youth and beauty, an envoy from the fair courts of life to throw open before him in an instant of ecstasy the gates of all the ways of error and glory." (P. 200.)
Stephen's "instant of ecstasy" follows almost immediately his experience of the girl. He is no longer near her (as Dante was no longer beside Beatrice in his final ecstasy), but "her image had passed into his soul for ever" (p. 200). Lying down upon the beach to calm his agitation, he is granted a vision of a rose of heavenly light which is a temporal image of Dante's rose of God ( Stephen's ecstasy is brief and Dante's is protracted, so that a thorough comparison between the two would necessitate a reading of the Paradiso's last four cantos. Nevertheless, it is possible to gain some conception of the close parallel (in light, water imagery, shapes and beings, vast opening flower) from Dante's description of the rose's initial manifestation to him (XXX, 106-17):
Fassi di raggio tutta sua parvenza rifiesso al somma del Mobile Primo, ... E come cliva in aequa di suo imo 5i specchia. . . .
soprastando al lume intorno intorno
vidi specchiarsi in piu di mille saglie, quanta di Doi lassu faUa ha ritorno. E se l' infima grado in se raccoglie sl grande Iume, quan!' e 1. Iarghezza di questa rosa nell' estreme fogUe?
Joyce's presentation of Stephen's climactic vision through symbolism strongly reminiscent of the Paradiso emphasizes the simultaneous opposition and kinship between Stephen's experience and Dante's. Stephen being inspired by primarily sensual feelings, the crimson rose represents his supreme affirmation of the "wonder of mortal beauty," in direct contrast to Dante's white rose of spiritual beauty. At the same time the analogy with Dante's rose enhances the tremendous significance of Stephen's. It is notable that Stephen, like Molly Bloom and Anna Livia, is granted his moment of supreme affirmation in the borderland between sleep and waking when the relaxation of the critical intellect presumably facilitates cosmic insights.-His twilight vision of a Dantesque rose of mortal glory, symbolizing his new comprehension of life's meaning, clearly implies that Stephen's ecstasy has for him something of the transcendent import that Dante's had for Dante.
Beneath the experience, however, lurks an ironic undertone that becomes magnified in retrospect. The immediate effect of Stephen's conversion to the worship of mortal beauty is his realization of his true vocation. Dedication to art fills the place left vacant by his repudiation of the priesthood, and after developing an aesthetic theory applying Thomistic concepts to art for art's sake doctrine, Stephen is ready to write a poem putting theory into practice. The symbolic atmosphere surrounding the creation of this poem parallels that of his experience on the beach in almost every detail. Again inspired by a girl who is for the moment the centre of Stephen's emotional universe, the poem is composed in a like state of visionary ecstasy expressed by clouds, water, light, and most notably another Dantesque rose. Since this experience is more extensive and complex than its earlier counterpart, a close analysis of the symbolism through which it is conveyed illuminates the real conl1ict underlying Stephen's attitude and the irony of his ecstatic conviction.
Stephen's second vision simultaneously encompasses the three main levels of meaning associated with the rose: religion, woman, and art. Like its predecessor, it takes place in the borderland between dream and waking and unfolds in cloud\ike rays of rosy light (pp. 254-5):
Over his limbs in sleep pale cool waves of light had passed. He lay still, Here the Paradiso is recalled by the imagery of watery light at the outset of Stephen's vision as well as by the emerging rose. Just as Dante's mystic rose of heaven first appeared to him as a river of light (E vidi lurne in fonna di riviera: Par. XXX, 61), so Stephen's second Dantesque rose now evolves from a dreamlike impression of light and waters." The inescapable analogy with Dante is again made partly to mark the comparison between Stephen's experience of mortal beauty and Dante's of heavenly beauty. But as a symbol of specifically creative ecstasy, the rose of the Paradiso is still more suggestive. Not only is it the culmination of one of the world's greatest literary creations, but it also symbolizes therein the divine fulfilment of God's eternal creation.
Stephen's exalted conception of the artist could scarcely have found more appropriate expression.
As the vision unfolds, further implications for art develop. Stephen's rose, like Dante'S, becomes the Virgin's flower. And, in accord with
Stephen's customary conversion of spiritual entities to secular uses, the Virgin herself becomes associated with his markedly secular theory of art. The art for art's sake doctrine, already presented explicitly in Stephen's talk with Lynch (pp. 241-50), is here presented by symbolic indirection. The Annunciation is made to symbolize artistic inspiration (p. 255): "O! in the virgin womb of the imagination the word was made flesh. Gabriel the seraph had come to the virgin's chamber." And the Annunciation as symbol of poetic inspiration is presently complemented by the Eucharist, symbol of poetic composition (p. 260): ... . , transmuting the daily bread of experience into the radiant body of everliving life." Following Stephen's aesthetic theory, artistic creation is presented as a dual process in which inspiration first makes the word flesh (i.e., gives rise to an "epiphany" or illuntinating insight), and artistic discipline then makes the flesh word (i.e., gives the insight "wholeness, harmony, and radiance," thereby moulding it into an aesthetic form).
It is notable that these concepts, here associated with Dante's flower of heaven and Mary, are again associated with a rose by Stephen's remarks in Ulysses (p. 385): "Desire's wind blasts the thorntree but after it becomes from a bramblebush to be a rose upon the rood of time .... In woman's womb word is made flesh but in the spirit of the maker all flesh that passes becomes the word that shall not pass away." Stephen, still identifying the artist with the divine Creator, stilI associates the rose with the process of artistic creation. Although he has now substituted Yeats's "rose upon the rood of time" for Dante's rose of heaven, there is small difference in effect. For Yeats's rose of Eternal Beauty, like Dante's rose of Eternity, symbolizes the beginning and end of art and life; and Yeats, like Dante, believed (or tried to believe) that art was a bodying forth of spiritual mysteries. Joyce, seeking symbolic expression for Stephen's secular aesthetics, continues to choose the most transcendental of literary roses to emphasize the supreme importance to Stephen of his doctrine of earthly beauty in art.
Beauty has become Stephen's highest value in life as well. Since beauty throughout the Portrait has been associated with women at least as much as with art, and since the sensual charm of a woman has been directly responsible for Stephen's conversion to mortal beauty, it is not surprising to find yet another woman involved in his creation of a poem. Again the rose as the Virgin's flower is important, and here the opposition to Dante is most strongly marked. Stephen's girl, who has inspired his creative ecstasy, is a virgin and a Catholic, "her life ... a simple rosary of hours" (p. 254). But in his fantasy she becomes a temptress awakening man's lust, a universal embodiment of all that is opposed to Mary (p. 255):
That rose and ardent light was her strange wilful heart, strange that no man had known or would know, wilful from before the beginning of the world: and lured by that ardent roselike glow the choirs of the seraphim were falling from heaven .... Its rays burned up the world, consumed the hearts of men and angels: the rays from the rose that was her wilful heart.
In the sacrilegious spirit of the fin de siecle, this passage recalls the "mystical fQse of the mire" of Swinburne's "Dolores" or the "rose that is rooted in hell" of Arthur Symons's "Rosa Flammae." Stephen, still preoccupied with the religion he is repudiating, has used Dantesque imagery to translate his sexual desire into anti-Catholic terms and to create of its object an inverted Virgin who is as potent a force for damnation as Mary is for salvation.
His conceptions of art and woman are, then, at this time inseparable. Both are aesthetic, sensual, and anti-Catholic, and both rest on the same infirm emotional foundation. Two further analogies complement the analogy with Dante in revealing the attitodes underlying Stephen's ecstasy. His idealized rose-woman, existing "from before the beginning of the world" and sending forth rays of beauty that "consumed the hearts of men and angels," echoes Yeats's "Rose of the World," who existed before there were angels "or any hearts to beat" and for whose beauty "Troy passed away in one high funeral gleam." Stephen's rose, like Yeats's, is at once the inspiration of his art, the particular woman to whom he is attracted, and the embodiment of his ideal of beauty; and Stephen, like Yeats, is limited at this stage by highly subjective, romantic, and immatore attitudes which he too is later to repudiate. A passage from Joyce's own early essay on James Oarence Mangan completes the pictore. Writing of the moving spirit in Mangan's poetry, Joyce describes it as a feminine symbol of ideal beauty, a "flower of flowers" remarkably similar to Yeats's or Stephen's: Despite his elaborate conversion to mortal beauty, Stephen is still in much the same frame of mind as the child who dreamed of a green rose that couldn't exist. He had set out to discover his "unsubstantial" ideal "in the real world," but sought it in Virgin and anti-Virgin, heaven and hell, ironically ignoring the solid earth in between. His adherence to the lush, world-weary romanticism of the 1890's refieets the introverted adolescence of his present emotional orientation, while his use of Dante in expressing rebellion against the Church reveals his continning preoccupation with the religion he has rejected. Turning from the spirit to the fiesh, Stephen has simply substituted one side of his conflict for the other without working out a satisfactory resolution. His reaction to woman is now a purely sensual thing and his artistic ideal does not go beyond the aesthete's hollow shell of formal beauty. He himself is dimly conscious of dissatisfaction when, at the very pinnacle of creative ecstasy, inspiration suddenly fails him (p. 260):
The full morning light had come ... he knew that all around him life was about to awaken in common noises, hoarse voices, sleepy prayers. Shrinking from that life he turned towards the wall ... staring at the great overblown scarlet flowers of the tattered wallpaper .... Weary! Weary! He too was weary of ardent ways.
But he remains unconscious of the nature of his trouble, also hinted at in this passage. The awakening of daily life causes Stephen's roses to appear "overblown" because he cannot yet come to terms with that life. He is suffering primarily from an egocentricity that excludes charity, and he will achieve neither a true resolution of conllicts nor an adequate conception of art until his discovery of humanity, the subject of Ulysses.
A little epiphany towards the close of the Portrait illuminates Stephen's condition and serves almost as a forecast of his course in Ulysses. The epiphany is associated with a woman who is again a rose.
Stephen and Cranly overhear a servant singing "Rosie O'Grady," and in Stephen's mind she is altemately related to each of his unreconciled conceptions of woman, the spiritual and the secnlar. He first envisions "the fignre of woman as she appears in the liturgy of the church" (p. 288), thereby evoking the Beatrice-Virgin-Catholic aura of his earlier rose-women. The image passes and he later thinks of his girl, the rosy temptress of his recent villanelle, whom he now realizes he is losing to Cranly (p. 289): "Yes; he would go. He could not strive against another. He knew his part." But the singer herself is actually a typical Irish servant, a representative of the ordinary humanity from which egocentric Stephen holds himself aloof.
